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FOREWORD

The Battlefield Information Systems Technical Area is concerned with the
demands of the future battlefields for increased human-machine capacity to
acquire, transmit, process, disseminate, and utilize information. Research
is focused on interface problems and interactions within command, control,
and intelligence centers and is concerned with such areas as tactical sym-
bology, user-oriented systems, information management, staff operations and
procedures, and sensor systems integration and utilization.

One area of special interest is the development of procedures to sup-
port and enhance the decision-making process within command, control, and
intelligence centers. The current effort summarizes guidelines for the ef-
fective design, implementation, and evaluation of decision-analytic aids.
Also presented in the framework from which these guidelines were developed.
This framework identifies three interfaces essential to the integration of
decision aids into organizations. This report, therefore, should assist de-
velopers in integrating decision aids into user organizations, resulting in
improved decision making.

Research in decision aiding is conducted as an in-house effort with ad-
ditional support from contracting organizations that are selected for their

unique contributions to this area. This effort is responsive to the re-
quirements of Army Project 2Q263739A793 and was managed through the Cyber-
netics Technology Office of DARPA.

/' /

EDGAR M. JOHNSON

Technical Director
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ISSUES IN THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF DECISION-ANALYTIC AIDS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

To formulate and demonstrate guidelines for developers to use in the de-
sign, implementation, and evaluation of decision aids.

Approach:

The guidelines were developed from a framework based on three interfaces
ess,-ntial to the integration of decision aids in organizations. These in-
terfaces refer to the contact points between the user and the aid, the aid
and the decision-making organization, and the organization and its associated

environment.

Product:

Design issues arising from the interfaces are addressed. Special atten-
tion is devoted to (1) the immediate behavioral effects of decision aids and
the engineering of aid software and hardware so as to minimize adverse conse-
quences and (2) the importance of user involvement in aid design to ensure
the understanding and commitment necessary to adopt a different decision-
making approach, as well as to tailor the aid to the users' particular needs.
Evaluation issues are considered, with a focus on four major areas: (1) fac-
tors at each of the three interfaces that make aids effective, (2) evaluation
settings (their similarity to operational settings, the amount of control
they provide, and their costs), (3) methods for obtaining measures of effec-
tiveness, and (4) control conditions required for adequate evaluation.

Utilization:

This report should provide decision aid designers with guidelines and
issues of concern in the cycle of development, from conceltualization and
implementation to evaluation and revision of the aid. The information should
assist developers in integrating decision aids into the intended orcaniza-
tions and result in improved organizational decision making.
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ISSUES IN THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF DECISION-ANALYTIC AIDS

INTRODUCT ON

During recent years, decision analysis has emerged as a hiqhly'' valua., lu,
technology for allowing decision makers to formulate iml.ortant 1probleMS i:
logical framework, incorporatinq factual as well as judQmental infc rF--tior.
to arrive at consistent, realistic solutions. Comuters hAv servey well
aids to calculation, disl lay, editin,., and memory functions. On t, basis
of previous success, ori,,nizaitions are bes.inninq to develo} cos uter-!' se_:
decision-analytic aids with stand-alone cal abilities fur routin use L' I:.-
ternal analysts and deck.sicl makers without outside consultation,. Al th; s.i
some st ind-alone decision aids have been iuite successful , others nave n.t
been utilized by their prosipective us-rs, The iuriose of this re:'.crt is t,
provide guidelines for the effective desin, imi lementatioi., ard ec.lsatiii.
of such decision aids.

Throughout the following sections, the term decision Sr ecisico-
analytic aid refers to a computer that has been i roqramed assi.st in torscc-
lating asd exercising decision-theoretic models. These incl idt ifure"t
types of multi-attribute utility assessment models and tradi ... l ducision-
theoretic tree models requiring probability and utility assessments. Aid,;
may take on a variety of forms, from the siml lest of clerical devices iml.le-
mented on micro- or mini-computers (special-purp:ose routines to terfcrm cal-
culations and to disnlay or store results) to the most sollistic ted, staite-
of-the-art, larqe-scale computer implementations (general-purp.ose aids theft
help the user structure a wide variety of Iroblems, search through lar:e
data bases, and perform complex analyses). But whateve, their role, se-

cision aids are designed to provide one or both of the followinc pri-ro
benefits :

" improved decision quality--the assurance that a decision is loica.
based on a consistent, explicit, and realistic set of assur"tions;
and

" lower decision costs--a saving in some critical resource (tame,
money, personnel, etc.) , compared with the unaided decision Irocess.

To be sure, additional benefits may accrue: The decision maker may devel,:
greater understanding of the overall problem area, or may find com uter-
aided solutions easier to implement, but unless a device either imrroves c.
facilitates decision making, it cannot properly be termed a decision ad.'

Figure 1 is a pictorial representation of the framework for considerin-;
issues relevant to the design and evaluation of decision aids. These issues
arise at three interfaces represented in the figure. The first interface is<
between the decision aid and the user. Here, the issue is the extent tt,
which characteristics of the aid facilitate or hinder its usability. The
second interface is between the user (and decision aid) and the larger
decision-making organization. Here, the question is to what extent the de-
cision aid facilitates the decision-making processes of the ors;anization.
The third interface is between the decisioi,-makinq organization and the

- I .. . . I I I I~ i I I .. . , ,= .. . .. . .. _ _1



enriC, rouent . Here, the issue is whether the aId iin; 1( ovuI; thei. . ','

organi >:t ion deciis'io makino . The sections of thu. Ze! &rt s t.>..

address the issues -it each of the three interfaces

DECISION-MAKIN!;
ORGANIZATIN

-- - -- - - -- ----------:

USER DEAISID '

in. I

ENVI ROI:M.ENT

1, . "w Vk for ccnIierin 1-: ieleva t to, C-
',' u~i: oc ecision aids.

t .:- bo .viorI I e-s ineer ad dre-'ses t-e rirst i.,
s filowin. i i rem-,se ab o t har-_!, b e1i r r

C, es; cia un certa1n n ardre attr'table L.r e: .: e -

wI w!.C:: cor: a)red with imnr ediatel orbe eects. T. 1.. .
t: A Ce isicr AiJ r_, be objoctivexy -,knowd as I

Vesr l, t time and effort, the user's immediate behavi i may
" sn rt- ranp<, eurcep ti ons of increased workload ant bxy e " ..

1r: atier-c , frustration, ci entarrassment that stem nct fr: e
serf-, Lit from its im:lementation. As a! result, sperifiL efforts
nicre t.,, nal''ze tire immediate behavioral effects of dec

C.in rcei those aids.< so as to minimize or reverse their adv'ese cu:, ,
Sore the maiur behavioril problems typ ical of current tecsi .c

s I ari( ,uand ossible solutions to these 1 roblems are ,l lured.

The section on involvinci users in the develoiment of decision .
dresses the second interface. The thesis of this section is that
aids will seldom achieve stand-alone status unless eventual users (bct];
hands-on users and decision makers) are involved in their develo..menrt.
Solvinq behavioral problems at the first interface is nessar, but .
sufficient, for aid implementation. User involvement in aid desi.:. as l
essential for implementation, for this involvement develop.s the urndi,., !-t
inq and commitment necessary for implementing a different decisior -mkin;
apiproach and tailors aid characteristics to the users' needs withini th. i

organizational context. Two sources of support for this pos iti .i: . i it-

sented: (1) the recent systematic evaluation of a decision ai devloli

2



for the Operations Directorate of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and (2) the !is-

tory of model implementation in the field of operations research and manag:e-

ment science. Although the need for user involvement appears obvious, these

sources indicated that user involvement is often neglected in the development
of analytical decision aids, frequently resulting in unsuccessful imple~rer.t,-

tion efforts.

The final section focuses not on the design and implementation of de-

cision aids, but on decision aid evaluation. In particular, this section
focuses on four major aspects of decision aid evaluation. The first aspect
concerns the factors that make a decision aid effective. These factors de-

termine which general measures of effectiveness are employed to evaluate the
aid in relation to previously specified objectives. The second aspect con-

cerns the settings for decision aid evaluations. Evaluation settings differ

in their similarity to the expected operational setting, the amount of con-
trol they provide, and their costs; such differences affect the extent to

which certain measures of effectiveness can be collected and analyzed durir.c
the evaluation. The third aspect concerns the different methods for obtain-
ing measures of effectiveness. The fourth aspect addresses the problem of

developing adequate control (or contrasting) conditions for the effective
evaluation of decision aids. Each of the four aspects addresses issues at

each of the three interfaces.

It is hoped that this report will provide effective guidelines for the

desicn and evaluation of decision aids. The authors realize that these

c uidelines will not answer all the questions of potential developers and

users of decision aids, for the development of such aids is less than one
decade old. The report does identify, however, those issues in develo,-ment
and evaluation that have arisen in the work of decision analysts over the

past few years. Such information should assist developers in integrating
decision aids into their orqanizations and, in turn, result in improved or-
ganizational decision making.

BEHAVIORAL ENGINEERING: CHALLENGE TO DECISION AID DESIGN

The historical failure of most decision aids to aenerate user enthusi-
asm can be largely explained in terms of a well-known principle of behavioral
psychology: Immediate, certain, directly observable effects have high im-

pacts on behavior, whereas delay, uncertainty, and indirectness of results
can reduce the perceived impact of rewards (benefits) and punishments (costs).

If the behavior in question is decision aid usage, the costs consist of im-
mediate expenditures of time, effort, and attention in a stressful, time-

constrained situation. The benefits, in contrast, are deferred until the
analysis is complete and the decision implemented; even then, uncertain fu-

ture events may make a rational decision look bad. Furthermore, many de-
cisions have their primary effect on other members of the organization, so

that only indirect feedback reaches the decision maker. Thus, the immediate
process-related cost factors dominate the behavioral environment of decision
aiding, and the results-related benefits have less impact than they should.

This effect is compounded by the fact that a successful decision analy-

sis is not a single event, but a complex, prolonged sequence of behavior

that requires continuously high levels of motivation and attention. There

3



are many opportunities for the user to become bored, concused, or discour-
aged, and any one of these may cause the user to terminate the analysis or,
even worse, may lead to a half-hearted attempt at analysis that not only
compounds the behavioral problems, but also increases the risk of unnoticed
analytic errors. It is not sufficient that the long-range benefits of usin;
a decision aid outweigh its operating costs; at every point in the Irocess,
the user must perceive immediate rewards to be motivated to continue the
analysis.

This principle is illustrated by the role of a professional decision
analyst in a clinical decision analysis project. Even though the client has
already made a conscious decision to employ the decision analyst's methodol-
ogy, the analyst must be prepared to deal with occasional episodes of con-
fusion, fatigue, boredom, impatience, and discouragement. Without i~roler
treatment, these problems may delay the analysis, degrade the quality of the
outcome, or reduce the client's confidence in the process. Therefore, the
analyst must be more than technically proficient; the analyst must be sensi-
tive to the client's mental and emotional state and must have the flexibii-
ity to adapt the direction and timing of the analysis accordingly. Instead
of proceeding in a linear fashion through an analysis, the analyst may need
to stop and review results, explain the procedures more carefully, rereat a
portion of the analysis, call for a break, or sim;.ly administer some reas-
surance and encouragement to continue. In short, client motivation and at-
tention are as basic to the function of the decision analyst as is technical
performance, and perhals even more imlortant, as it is easier to recover
from a technical error than from a motivational one.

It is a malor challenge for the Irofessionally trained decision analysv
to maintain motivation and attention consistently, but it is an eve: areatel
challenge for the decision aid to accomplish the same task because the aid
is not able to observe the user's emotional and mental state, cannot infer
and adapt to the user's unique personal characteristics, and has no personal
credibility in a leadership role. In order to maintain motivation and atten-
tion, the computerized decision aid must compensate for these shortcominos bLv
capitalizing on its strengths--speed, precision, memory capacity, and the
ability to generate neat and effective output displays--to minimize the per-
ceived costs of usage, and to offset those costs with even greater immediate
benefits.

During the past decade, two microprocessor-based technologies have had
dramatically different fates. Commercially produced video games (e.g.,
"Pong," "Tank War," and "Space Invaders") have achieved rapid and widespreal
acceptance in the entertainment market, while computerized decision aids have
generated very little enthusiasm among their intended users. The play-
versus-work distinction by itself does not explain the divergent fates of
these two young technologies; but in their efforts to capture a highly com-
petitive market, the designers of video games have incorporated features of
behavioral engineering that decision aid designers have largely ignored.
Thus, the success of the video games can be regarded as a challenge to the
decision aid designers, suggesting new directions to guide further develop-
ment, while offering optimistic evidence for eventual success.

The major contrast between the current generation of decision aids and
the far more successful video games is that the former depend in large part

4



on the user's ability to endure unpleasant work in order to achieve a worth-
while long-ranqe result, whereas the latter focus on more immediate features:
simplicity of operation, speed of response, direct sensory feedback, and fre-
quent rewards. This section suggests several ways in which decision aids
could be designed to take advantage of the behavioral principles that favor
the lacLor approach.

Training, Initial Access, and Startup

Probably the most critical hurdle is to get the user to sit down in
front of the machine, turn it on, and start working. At this initial stage,
benefits are the most remote, inertia is strongest, the potential user has
nothing invested in the process, and a variety of easier alternatives pre-
sent themselves. Before addressing any substantive issues, the potential
user must determine whether and how to use the aid, learn or refresh the
necessary procedural knowledge, obtain appropriate access to the aid, and
follow the prescribed startup procedures. Although this phase is intrin-
sically an investment of sorts, it is essential to minimize the effort and
stress involved and to provide as much assistance and encouragement as Fos-
sible. In particular, the following goals can help to overcome the initial
block to usage.

Clear Product Identification. A decision aid should come with a clear
label designating the aid's intended use, the time and training it requires,
its products, and a reference to a further source of information. If pos-
sible, a hot-line telephone should be available for instant assistance;
failing this, at least one person or office might assume primary responsi-
bility for providing users with information.

Aesthetic Package Design. The decision aid should appear functional
and convenient to use. It should appear to be an efficient, robust, and
task-oriented machine, solidly constructed without much unnecessary clutter.
The controls and displays should appear as simple as possible to avoid in-
timidating the potential user, and all features should be clearly labeled.
Within these constraints, further efforts should focus on the visual appeal
of the machine itself, particularly the appeal of the area the user will be
occupying.

Training and Documentation. Although a detailed system description and
a technical reference document should be available for reference or for
higher level training, the ordinary user should need a minimum of instruc-
tion and documentation. Ideally, the system should incorporate a self-
contained, optional tutorial rather than an off-line training manual; for
ordinary use, the startup instructions should be few and simple enough to
appear on a panel attached to the machine.

Access and Availability. The physical setup of the decision aid and
the startup routine's software should be designed to minimize startup effort.
A single switch or control should turn power on (if necessary), and an auto-
matic loading routine should initiate the startup procedure without further
commands. Any administrative procedures such as accounting, user identifi-
cation, and authorization should, if possible, be taken care of at the site
of the aid, with specially designed routines to minimize the amount of paper

5



work required. For example, instead of filling out an authorization fr,,
a user might simply type in a name or identification code, allow the mrichine
to prepare the necessary documents, and sign the completed form.

User Participation in Customized Design. When an aid is developed with
a particular user population in mind, the opinions of representatives fro.
the user population should be solicited and then incorporated in the aid's
design. Apart from the direct effect of customizing the product to meet
unique needs and to conform as much as possible to current procedures and
conventions, the participation of the user population will facilitate train-
ing and help smooth the transition process. Most important, by involving
users in the design of the system, the designers can overcome the users'
natural tendency to oppose the imposition of an unfamiliar process by out-
side forces, and instead foster a feeling of personal investment in the
success of the aid. The next section of this report considers in detail
the importance of user involvement for successful implementation.

Ease and Effectiveness of Operation

Once the user has decided to employ a decision aid, success depensiE ol
the aid's ability to help the user through the procedures without disru ticr.
due to lapses in attention or motivation. In the on-going dialogue, the
aid's outputs should be clear and useful, and the required user inlputs shc.lci
impose a minimum of strain on the user. To achieve these aoals, a successful
decision aid should incorporate simi le control mechanisms, continuous sensori-
motor feedback, effective design of output formats, and human-enoineered p-ru-
cedural recuirements.

Simple Controls. One of the most frequent complaints of potential de-
cision aid users (particularly high-level decision makers) is that thaey aru
required to type all their inlputs on a keyboard. Although an experienced
typist or corl.,ter user might feel comfortable with a keyboard-based inl ut
method, a less experienced tyl i5t might experience imr atience because of
limited typinq speed, frustration because of high error rates, embarrassment
in front of onlookers, and, in some cases, a feeling that the use of tile aid
is primarily a clerical chore rather than a more challenging analytic task.
Furthermore, while concentrating on avoiding typographical or spellino er-
rors, a decision maker is distracted from the substantive task at hand. When
time and orqanizational pressures severely constrain the decision maker,
these effects may increase so siqnificantly that the aid is abandoned.

This problem could be avoided by usinq a typist or a specially trained
operator to enter the user's orally expressed responses, but such an al-
proach would increase operating costs and personnel requirements, would make
the aid less accessible, and, most important, would eliminate the direct
private and personal involvement of the decision maker. Therefore, the use
of a clerical assistant is unacceptable in most cases.

Fortunately, some simple alternate approaches can eliminate the need
for most keyboard inputs. These approaches may range from the simple but-
tons and levers that control commercial computer games to futuristic devices
such as speech recognizers, visual pattern detectors, and pressure-sensitive
display screens. Although further human-engineering efforts will be needed

6



to determine the most effective functions, sizes, positions, and configura-
tions, these simplified input devices can already produce big improvements
in user engineering. As more advanced technology becomes available, it will
become even easier for the untrained user to enter information and to issue
commands quickly, painlessly, and reliably.

Continual Sensorimotor Feedback. When two people interact in normal
conversation, the information transmitted is more than just the words that
are being uttered. The "carrier wave" that makes a conversation seem natural
is an almost unnoticed background of eye motions, nonverbal noises, postural
adjustments, and facial movements, all of which transmit such procedural
messages as "I am still listening," "I have something to say," or "I am not
sure I understand what you mean." Without this continuous nonverbal inter-
action, the conversation would become awkward and the participants would
feel uncomfortable. Occasional long pauses would occur, making the partici-
pants unsure about whether the dialogue should continue. At other times,
two or more parties would attempt to speak at once, inducing not only con-
fusion but a certain amount of social friction as well. The nonverbal com-
ponent of a face-to-face conversation helps to avoid these problems, smooth-
ing the social content and assuring efficient communication.

The same observation applies to the interaction between the decision
aid and its user; the aid must continually assure the user that procedures
are in normal working order, that inputs are being properly received, and
that output responses are on schedule. To provide continuous or frequent
indication that all functions are working properly, for example, the aid
may include a clock whose display changes every second. To provide immedi-
ate sensorimotor feedback by acknowledging every input without perceptible
delay, the aid may use a visual signal, a simple tone, or an echo of the
user's input. This feature is especially necessary when time is of the es-
sence and the user is preoccupied with the overall process; even a fraction
of a second without response can arouse either impatience (in the case of
experienced users who have previously been led to expect instantaneous re-
sponses) or fear of computer malfunction (in the case of inexperienced users
who simply do not know whether a delay is normal). Whenever an especially
long delay (more than 30 seconds) is absolutely necessary, the aid should
not only acknowledge the input that initiated the long operation, but also
provide an estimate of the time needed to complete it and an option to can-
cel a very long operation if the user so wishes. During the delay, music
or graphical displays can be used to maintain contact and hold the user's
attention.

Effective Output Formats. The perceived value of an aid's outiuts will
depend not only on the contents of the displays and printouts, but also on
their format and style. A well-designed output is easily read. It should
direct the user's attention to the proper information, facilitate the usqel'
ability to focus on selected items, and all the while remain aesthetically
attractive. The following ideas illustrate possible ways of achieving theceo
goals.

e Replace textual alphanumeric outputs with such formats as pictorial
symbols, photographic images, graphs, and mals.
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" Use prerecorded or synthesized speech to present passages of text;
to provide procedural guidance; to annotate graphs, charts, and
maps; and to add emphasis to important alphanumeric display messages.

" Use unique nonverbal sounds (notes, chords, noises) to attract the
user's attention whenever something unusual demands an especially
high level of alertness.

" Use motion and color to direct the user's visual attention to spe-
cific segments of the displays.

* Use graphics and music to enhance the aid's aesthetic appeal and
its overall image of quality.

Human Factors Engineering. Even though every individual task associ-
ated with the decision aid may be easily within the user's grasp, the combi-
nation of tasks to be accomplished in a short time span may exceed the user's
limits. An approach using human factors engineering can identify those
points where overloads of this type are likely and then indicate ways in
which the redesign of some portion of the aid can reduce overload. For ex-
ample, if the user must attend to a number of stimuli simultaneously, it may
be possible to present them through different sensory channels or to present
them sequentially to avoid confusion. Altering a display configuration or
an input device may have a significant impact on the amount of strain imposed,
and improving timing and sequencing may allow users to work more effectively
without reducing the actual task requirements. Finally, designing specific
color-coding schemes, symbols, and auditory cues to correspond with the us-
er's "natural" expectations may relieve some of the effort involved in inter-
preting outputs.

Minimal Requirements for Technical Knowledge. Although it may be impos-
sible to make an aid's decision-analytic techniques completely transparent to
the user, every effort should be made to minimize the requirements for si:e-
cialized methodological training. In no case should a technical decision-
analytic term be used without explanation of its specialized meaning; if at
all possible, technical jargon that might intimidate, confuse, or alienate
the user should be avoided altogether. If analytic methods must be referred
to, it might be preferable to invent new terms rather than risk the confusion
that might arise from using ambiguous decision-analytic terms such as utility,
attribute, risk, weight, and option. If the goal is to communicate witi a
naive user, there is little reason to insist on traditionally accepted terms.
Of course, if the analysis can be conducted at the level of direct judgments
(such as binary choices), keeping the decision-analytic implications of the
user's responses internal to the aid's program, so much the better.

Intermediate Reinforcement to Increase Attention and Motivation

The preceding discussion has considered ways to attract the user to the
aid and to simplify overall operation of the aid. However, because the user
is a human beinq with a limited attention span and other responsibilities
competing for time and attention, the aid must do more than just smooth the
path toward the ultimate goal. In addition, the aid must help the user to
follow that path without losing sight of the goal or being distracted alonq
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the way. Because the successful use of a decision aid requires a long chain
of behaviors, many of which will be quite unexciting, the user will face
boredom, fatigue, and impatience at times when the goal still appears quite
remote. Insofar as possible, the aid should counter those effects by--

* reminding the user of the ultimate goal,
* providing milestones and progress reports along the way,
* rewarding the user for completing intermediate goals,
* timing and sequencing tasks to avoid boredom, and
* reinforcing the user for maintaining a high level of attentior,.

Goal Focusing. One useful way to keep the decision maker aimed toward
the desired destination is to provide a sort of road map in the form of a
milestone chart. This not only reminds the user of the ultimate goal, but
provides a set of more modest subgoals for the user to complete. As each
sL.,goal is reached, it can be represented on a progress chart, thereby re-
warding the decision maker while pointing toward the next task. The cemle-
tion of a subgoal might be a good occasion for a break or for a review ol
the partial results available. These results, in the form of hard-coly
charts, graphs, tables, and text, can act as a further reward by providinc
the user with valuable information and tangible evidence of work comlleted.

Timing, Sequencing, and Variation. No matter how easy or enjoyable a

task, it will eventually lose the user's interest if it is too prolonged oi
repeated too often. Satiation with task rewards, habituation the visual
and aural stimuli presented, and general fatigue will increas, •til motiva-
tion drops, attention lags, and error rates rise.

By dividing the overall task into shorter segments and varying succes-
sive tasks (e.g., using different sensory modalities, different display col-
ors, different muscular movements) , the decision aid can keep the user m(,re
attentive and better motivated. Human engineering can achieve the right
balance between the attentional benefits to be gained from shorter tasks
and the possible confusion and delay involved in switching tasks to, fre-
quently. Further study might identify groups of complementary tasks that
could be effectively organized into a recurring cycle, to provide the neces-
sary variety without unnecessary shifts in attention. Ideally, the transi-
tion from task to task should be significant and frequent enough to prevent
boredom and fatigue, yet smooth and logical enough to maintain continuity.

Direct Reinforcement for Task-Oriented Behavior. Although some moti-
vation may result simply from attaining intermediate goals, this source of
reinforcement can be simply and directly augmented by providing more aire-t
rewards as well. At the end of a given task sequence, the user might be
given the opportunity to clear his or her mind by engaging in some sort of
recreational activity for a limited time. The aid might, for examlple, r(-
vide a choice between a video game, a passage of recorded music, a selection
of puzzles or jokes, and a display of computer art. In order to control the
amount of time spent on such extraneous pursuits, access to the reward ac-
tivities might be programed to occur only at random times, contingent upon
successful completion of subgoals. Behavioral research has shown that random
reinforcement of this sort is often far more efficient at maintainini eft< rt
than regular schedules of reinforcement with the same overall frequency (f
reward.
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A further way of reinforcing attention during the performance of a task
(without distracting the user from the task itself) might be to measure the

user's response times, providing feedback in the form of occasional perfol-
mance reviews (to be presented at thke task's completion) and bonus rewar(d.
for good performance. For example, a numerical alertness score based (n thot

user's speed of response might be combined with an error rate, or other bo-
havioral measure, to determine the likelihood of a reward at the end of e-hcn
task segment. Auditory feedback might be useful for this function in muchi
the same way that the bells, clicks, and various electronic sounds reinforce
the users of video games and pinball machines without impairing; their attel.-
tion. Because preferences and needs in this area may vary widely frm u oh

to user, the ability to involve users in the initial design (dlscus-t<A .

the next section in this report) or to adapt procedures to indivisual znoeii
(discussed later in this section) will be especially imiertant.

Final Products

Once the user has completed the analysis, the decision aid shc -i r]
vide as much reinforcement as possible in order to make its use morto attr, c-
tive in the future, while continuing to offer whatever sui 1,( rt is avliihLlo
to translate the results of the analysis into action. The reinfolceme,.t
might include the following:

" hard copies of tables, charts, graphs, and other matLrldls th-t
might be useful to brief others on the outcome of the a:1o1a ls-
(or to input into some higher order decision I recess)

" a }reformatted report that presents the. analytic resal ts ana ra-
tionale in a readable format, along with supportln,; docume.n* ij:,
on the analytic methods used and the colclusions reached;
perhaps,

* a printed or videotaped protocol of the entire session, incui.
a visual record of what has appeared on the display screen ana .:,

audio or textual record of inputs and verbal outl uts.

Further assistance might take the form of follow-on analvs is rt:t
For example, once the user has selected an overall course of actl( !., ti o aii

might offer an option to hell, construct a more detailed im lementatl,- , 1,C..
If sensitivity analyses indicate the need for better data on somc citic,
topics, a valuc )i-information analysis might hell determine which djti t.
collect and how extensive an effort is needed. Similarly, if a shirt-ran,
decision has been made, the aid mighit provide some help) toward inte,:rtin,:
it with the related mid-to-long-range considerations.

Finally, whatever reinforcements were available upon completion (,' th
subgoals ought to be presented (with certainty and in qreiter quantity) who:,.
all the session's work has been completed. Summary feedback on the u.o ':S
behavioral data (response times, error rates, etc.) might be useful f(,l the
user's own benefit, although care should be taken to Ireseive the uis:, '5
confidence in the privacy of this information. Unless time is extr(,mlvv
short, the user should be permitted to enjoy the recreational reward in,
the satisfaction of having finished the complete analysis. Mst ,,,i t ,: t
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the aid should acknowledge the user's hard work and elicit any comments,
suggestions, or questions that might help to improve future versions of the
aid.

Adapting Procedures to Meet Individual Needs

If the suggestions specified earlier are all implemented, the resulting
decision aid will be well engineered in terms of an overall user population.
However, since the aid's usage is based on the behavior of several individ-
ual users rather than a single group, the ability to fine-tune the aid to
individual specifications will dramatically improve its acceptance. The
more variable individual users (or individual problems) are, the more impor-
tant this customization will become.

Design-to-Time Control of Processes. Perhaps the most critical varia-
tion from problem to problem is the amount of time the user can afford to
spend performing an analysis. For high stakes (complex decisions for which
time is not a factor), the user would like to ensure maximum validity and
completeness, even at the expense of a longer, more extensive analysis; this
might entail a variety of sensitivity analyses, consistency checks, data
searches, and other procedures. At the opposite extreme, if a decision must
be made immediately based only on whatever information is in the decision
maker's head, any effort to check for methodological correctness may be per-
ceived as an unnecessary waste of valuable time. Similar variety in users'
preferences may stem from the decision makers' personalities, from orqani-
zational factors that influence the aid's availability and usage, and from
the urgency of other tasks competing for the decision makers' time.

Adaptability to Various Training Levels. One universal problem with
multiple-user, interactive computer programs is the need to accommodate a
variety of skill and training levels. If an aid is self-explanatory enouc h
to permit error-free use with a complete novice at the controls, it will
very likely move far too slowly for a more experienced user. But if the
aid is faster and more streamlined (e.g., requiring only abbreviated com-
mands instead of complete words), it is more likely to cause confusion and
error in a novice.

Because a decision aid of the sort discussed here should be desined
for a wide variety of user skills (it must satisfy a number of naivo users,
but should also cultivate "repeat customers") , one useful al proach miqht bo
to provide three tracks:

I. A novice level for the first- or second-time user. This Miht
include a brief tutorial in the aid's procedures, ver. ex licit
user instructions with accompanying examples, as natural a modc
of interaction as possible, and an analytic capability restricted
to a core of basic procedures.

2. A standard level for the occasional user. If the user is exei i-
enced enough so that the benefits of the novice level are no
longer worth the extra time required, a more streamlined a}} roa-h
might be more effective and might add analytic features heond
the basic novice repertoire.
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3. An expert level for the experienced, frequent user. This level
would extend the range of analytic capabilities, would emphasize
speed and efficiency rather than error protection, and might
give the user control of certain performance parameters (e.g.,
response modes, frequency of reinforcement, output formats, speed,,
precision trade-offs) to suit individual needs.

It should always be possible for a user to change tracks at any point
in the analysis, either permanently or temporarily, without jeopardizing ex-
isting results. A help button or instruction could be used to inform the
user in more detail about the options available at any point. A more sophis-
ticated aid might keep a record of a decision maker's past usage and perfor-
mance (e.g., error rates, speed of response), automatically starting the
user at the most appropriate level and modifying the level based on current
performance (but always subject to user override).

Adaptation to User's Personal Preferences. Once a user has a certain
degree of familiarity with the aid, it may be desirable to make minor adjust-
ments and alterations in order to accommodate the user's individual prefer-
ences or to comply with a specific set of standard conventions. For examltle,
input-output choices of the color-coding scheme, symbology, and display for-
matting might initially be given arbitrary default settings, but on the us-
er's request, they might be altered to fit individual needs. Similarly,
operational features such as the mode of input or the machine's average time
to react may need to be adjusted (as in the case of some computer chess-
playing programs, in which a delay was added because users felt uncomfortatle
with the instantaneous res-onses the machines had been making).

A more sophisticated approach to customization would have the aid's rou-
tines expressed as functions of several parameters, each of which might cor-
respond to some aspect of the user's skills and prefererhces. The freuuent
user could initiate a questionnaire routine that would replace the default
settings for all of these parameters with user-specified values (e.g., "How
good a typist are you?" "Which of these type faces do you prefer?" ''n
general, which is more important to you, speed or completeness?") . Then, a
special version of the aid's routines could be compiled using the profile's
values. As those values changed, the user could modify the profile and alter
the routines accordingly.

The methods just discussed would require a fairly sophisticated user;
a novice or occasional user would not be sensitive enough to minor alteritioris
to make the effort of fine-tuning worthwhile. However, a very soihisti:,tt,i
version of the machine miqht automatically select which parameters each uscr
could adapt, basing its selection on physiological monitoring, if availailh,
and on the user's behavioral state, inferred from response time, error ,ates,
and answers to direct inquiries (e.g., "Do you want to continue or would ,'u
like a break?"). Data about behavioral state could be used to check fuo
user alertness, to regulate the frequency of breaks and reinforcements, arld
to adjust system parameters experimentally in order to im rove user
performance.
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Conclusion

In the future, methods of computer-aided decision making may bear litt;c
resemblance to the methods available today. As the general public becomes
more knowledgeable about computers, and as computer usage by nonspecialist,
becomes widespread, some of the blocks that have been the target of the cur--
rent efforts may disappear (as others arise). Also, as available technol-
ogy--both hardware and software--becomes cheaper, more accessible, and more
sophisticated, more ambitious goals will become feasible. Speech recogni-
tion, natural language comprehension, visual image perception, three-
dimensional displays, and even more advanced features will someday be com-
monplace. However, only by working now to pioneer useful, applications can
we hope to influence the course of such developments and find a mar':et for
them when they are ready. The issues discussed in this section, an. the im-
plementation features recommended, will provide a sound basis for decision
aid engineering in the near term and a guide for the eventual incorporation
of future technology.

INVOLVING USERS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF DECISION-ANALYTIC AIDS:
THE PRINCIPAL FACTOR IN SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION

Over the past 25 years, hundreds of scientific studies of human judgment
and decision making have reached one basic conclusion: Unaided human judg-
ment hag limitations.1 As a resuIt of these findings, as well as of advances
in normative decision theory (e.g., von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947; Savage,
1954; Raiffa, 1968; Keeney & Raiffa, .1976) and computer technology, judgment/
decision researchers have begun developing computer-based decision-u.nalytic
aids to help decision makers improve and extend their cognitive ability.
These aids include different types of multi-attribute utility assessment pro-
grams, such as HIVAL (Allardyce & Peterson, 1979) and POLICY (Hammond, Cook,
& Adelman, 1977), as well as traditiona? decision-analytic aids requiring
probability and utility assessment, such -as INFER (Amey, Feuerwerger & Gu-
lick, 1979a) and OPINT (Amey, Feuerwerger, & Gulick, 1979b). Such aids have
been used successfully in a wide range of settings, as indicated in compendi-
ums by Kaplan and Schwartz (1977) , by Keeney and Raiffa (1976) , and by Kelly
(1979).

On the basis of previous success, one can expect increased utilization
of computer-based decision-analytic aids with stand-alone capabilities for
routine use by internal analysts and decision mikers without outside consulta-
tion. The thesis of this section is that decision-analytic aids will seldom
achieve a stand-alone status unless eventual users are involved in their de-
velopnent. The term users applies here both to the persons running the de-
cision aid and to the decision makers utilizing its results. The previous
section focused on the interface between the aid and its hands-on users, who
may or may not be decision makers. The position was that the better the
general behavioral characteristics of the aid, the higher the motivation
of the hands-on user and therefore the greater the probability that the aid

1The interested reader is referred to Hammond, McClelland, and Mumpower
(1980); Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein (1977); and Slovic and Lichten-
stein (1971) for reviews of this research.

1
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will be successfully integrated into the organization. In this section, the
focus is on the interface between the user (and d-ocision aid) and the larger
decision-making orcg nization. The position here is that successful gener-1
behavioral characteristics of decision aids are necessary, but not suffi-
cient, for aid implementation. In addition, the involvement of decision
makers in aid design is essential for implementation, for this involven -'t
develops the understanding and commitment necessary for implementing a dif-
ferent decision-making approach and tailors the characteristics of the aid
to the users' needs within their organizational context.

The judgment/decision research literature has not emphasized that user
involvement in aid design is important for successful aid implementation.
Support for this position comes primarily from two sources: (1) the rece:t
systematic evaluation of an experimental decision-analytic aid develoTed fc-
use by the Operations Directorate of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and (2) .,,

history of model implementation in operations research and management sci-
ence. Although the need for user involvement appears obvious, these sourc(:
indicated that user involvement is often neglected in the development o:
analytical decision aids, frequently resultira in unsuccessful implementa-
tion efforts.

Evaluation of Decision-Analytic Aids

R-SCREEN. Saqe and White (1980) recently evaluated a multi-attribute
utility assessment (MAUA) aid, called R-SCREEN (Rapid Screening of Decision
Options). The R-SCREEN aid was developed for use by operational analysts
in the Joint Operations Division (JOD) within the Operations Directorate cf
the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Funding for R-SCREEN was provided by an agency that is tasked with moni-
toring, evaluating, and improving the overall information flow within the
World Wide Military Command and Control System in support of information re-
porting, information analysis, decision making, and information dissemina-
tion. Specifically, R-SCREEN was developed to support the option generatli'n
and selection process as it occurs in command centers in crisis situations.

JOD decision makers used P-SCREEN by implementing four steps. First,
they selected from among three prestructured templates (or hierarchies)
the template most appropriate for the particular problem at hand, and the'
made minor modifications to the structure as needed to match the template
to the criteria most relevant to the particular problem. Second, they ide:.-
tified various alternative courses of action for evaluation. Third, they
scored each of the alternative courses of action on each of the lower level
attributes and then assessed criterion importance weights (essentially usin,:
Edwards's (1977) ratio estimate technique) in order to determine the rela-
tive utility of each alternative. And fourth, they assessed the sensitivity
of the analytical results by evaluating the impact of changing utility
scores and criterion weights.

P-SCREEN was introduced into the JOD in spring 1979. Decision analysts
briefed the JOD staff on how to use the aid, developed a user's guide sic-
cifically for the aid (Gulick & Allardyce, 1979), provided on-the-job train-
ing sessions throughout the course of the experimental period, and, in
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general, made themselves immediately available at the request of JOD 1jer:-
nel to discuss R-SCREEN's utilization. JOD personnel were, however, not
volved in R-SCREEN's development Mhe exf -imental period lasted approyi-
mately 6 months.

Sage and White (1980) evaluated R-SCREEN by the following three proce-
dures: (1) informal interviews with JOD personnel and others familiar wjtV
the JOD operational environment, (2) study of variou~. written documentati:.;,

and (3) detailed analysis of questionnaire responses as well as follow-up
interviews with Pentagon personnel and with a group of senior military and
civilian students from the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, who wer"
asked to evaluate the aid in an experimental context. Sage and White or,:a-
ized the evaluation responses into the criteria and subcriteria shown in
Table 1. Although Sage and White discussed the implications of the respo.n:.es
in terms of each of the 15 subcriteria, they did not give R-SCREEN an ex-
plicit zscore on each criterion. In order to shorten this presentation,
Table 1 shows an overall score (+, -, or ?) based on Sage and White's quali-
tative evaluation on each subcriterion.

R-SCREEN rate& extremeiy well in performance objective achievement
(category 1) and efficacy (category 3). These high ratings provide empiri-
cal support for the. claims of judgment and decision researchers who have
argued that decision-analytic aids facilitate clear thinking, educate de-
cision makers about their problems, and facilitate communication (e.g., see
Hammond et al., 1980).

R-SCREEN rated poorly, however, in behavioral criteria (category 2).
R-SCREEN received a questionable rating on implementability because of par-
ticipants' reservations c':ncerning its usefulness in a crisis management
environment. These reservations relate directly to R-SCREEN's ratings on
political acceptability and institutional constraints. Sage and White dis-
cuss these two subcriteria as follows:

Political acceptability:

Political issues were viewed by several subjects as potential
barriers to acceptance of systemic aids, such as R-SCREEN, into
an operational environment. Lack of senior level receptivity
and the personal decision-making styles of flag officers were
seen as potential hindrances. Full management and other lead-
ership commitment to implementation testing of decision aidE
were viewed as very necessary. Significant barriers to accep-
tance of an aid were felt to result with the absence of this
commitment.

Institutional constraints:

Questionnaire responses indicated a concern that R-SCREEN does
not directly address the needs of the JOD, is not particularly
well matched to the behavioral characteristics of the opera-
tional environment, may not enhance information flow, and does
not possess desirable time to use response characteristics for
typical JOD operations. (1980, p. 0.11)

1
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Table I

Criteria tor Decision Aid Evaluation and Evaluation Scores for R-SCJE.'.

Criterion -. t i :

Algorithmic effrk2ivenss or 1erormance obiective achievemunt

Loc ical soundness
Improved decision :ualit,.

Decision . cocess cnaicc~

Behavioral or numac:ll ctors

Political acceitab il ity

Ifstitutional const raits

Imilementabil itv
Procedural changes

Side ei fects

E': f 1 C '.'.

Time reluiceremnnts

Leadershi i and trainic: requirements
Communication accom: lishments
Educational accomi lishments

Docuentation

Reliability

Convenience of access

Note: + means performed well; - means performed poorly; ? means e r.-- .
well and poorly on questions comj:risi.ng the subcriterion catocrcuc.

In short, R-SCREEN was not tailored to the personal needs and orca-icatci...:
context of its eventual users. As a result, evaluation responses indicated
that its implementation in JOD was questionable--and, in fact, it has net

been imliemented to date even though respondents believed it would im; rove
decision quality, just as its designers had claimed.

It is important to contrast the above unsuccessful implementaticn etl'.rt

with a successful one in order to gain insight into the extent to which am-

plementation is enhanced by tailoring a decision-analytic aid to the ierscai
needs and organizational context of its eventual users. The authors, hcwevcr,
are not aware of any evaluation of a decision-analytic aid in its cperatc:.]

context that is as systematic and thorough as the evaluation conducted I-
Sage and White. Althouch post hoc evaluations of successful implementatl n.
efforts are open to charges of bias, such an evaluation is presented brief ]\
in zan effort to help readers evaluate the adequacy of the thesis advarnctJ ii
this section.
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MCCRESSA. The U.S. Marine Corps, as well as other services, has acjn-
tinuing problem in assessing, under peacetime conditions, the combat readi-
ness of combat units. The problem is compounded by the many heterogenecus
attributes that are used to describe the performance of individual combat
units and by the many criteria, both objective and subjective, that arcoo-
monly used by force commanders to define a successful level of combat readh-
ness. Historically, there has been almost no acceptable standardizatior. or
formalization of the process of combat readiness evaluation or validatir
of evaluation results.

In support of the Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation System
(MCCRES) , an MAUA aid called Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluaticn Sys-
tem Software Application (MCCRESSA) was developed (Allen & Allardyce, 1970).
The Marine Corps successfully tested MCCRESSA in an operational settinc -,n
August 1977 and the aid is now in routine use throughout the Marine Corps.

MCCRESSA and R-SCREEN are extremely similar. Both were designed frcr.
the same generic MAUA software. If anything, R-SCREEN is more so:histicated
analytically than MCCRESSA because it forces the user to assign criterior.
weights moving from the bottom to the tol of the hierarchy, thereby ensurin:
that the upper level weights are determined by the scores on the lower levul
attributes and not by the user's general perception of the relative irrrcrtance
of the upper level attributes. Both aids were designed to have stand-alcne
capabilities. Yet, MCCRESSA was successfully implemented and R-SCREE* was
not.

MCCRESSA was successfully implemented because its eventual users were
involved throughout the entire process of development and implementaticn.

The decision aid analysts worked directly with the five Marine colonels
tasked with developing and implementing MCCRES over a 1-year period. These
men decided on the criteria, hierarchical structure, and weights in the '
model within MCCRESSA. They decided how inputs to MCCRESSA would be made
during actual MCCRES evaluations. They decided on the type of outputs
MCCRESSA had to provide, and the constraints under which these outputs would
have to be provided, within their operational context.

After a prototype aid was developed, the Marine colonels chaired a 2-day
conference for all field commanders who would participate in MCCRES evalua-
tions. They showed the commanders how MCCRESSA would be used during each
evaluation and gave them an opportunity to ask questions, raise concerns,
and suggest ways of better tailoring MCCRESSA to the evaluation process.
The colonels also went to each of the Marine bases, where evaluations were
held to answer questions and obtain suggestions from personnel who would
actually use MCCRESSA during an evaluation. Some of the lower level attri-
butes in the MAUA hierarchy and some of the procedures for using MCCRESSA
were modified on the basis of the concerns and suggestions raised durinc the
conference and tour. There were additional minor modifications of MCCRESSA
after its initial application during some MCCRESS evaluations.

In sum, user involvement throughout development and implementation en-
sured that MCCRESSA was tailored to the Marine Corps's needs and orqaniza-
tional context. The authors believe this to be the principal factor in
MCCRESSA's successful implementation in the Marine Corps.
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lmL le,: t nO ); .erations Research Models

Although there are distinct differences between decision-analytic uid:;
and ol.-rations research models, both represent highly analytic techni :aes

assistin, the process and quality of decision making within larue orqa:riz-
tions. Consequently, both face similar implementation problems. The o exa-
tions research (CR) imanagement science (NS) literature over the past two
decades has (1) documented numerous cases in which clients have not use(
analytically rigorous OR models developed for them, (2) tried to ex; lai.
this 1henomenon, and (3) offered suggestions for minimizing unsuccessful
implementations. This section briefly reviews this literature.

Ginzberg (1978) divided the OR/MS literature on implementation into two

tyles: the normative approach (e.g., Ackoff, 1960; Argyris, 1971; '-rason,
i>f73) and the factor approach (e.g., Drake, 1971; Powers & Dickson, 1973;
Rubenstein, Radner, Baker, Heiman, & McColly, 1967).

The normative approach is based on the field experience uf
a number of MS researcher/practitioners. These researchers tv: i-
cally looked back at one or more cases they were involved in where
there was substantial im lementation difficulty, and attempted tc
draw from these experiences the general nature of implementation

irQblems and their solutions. Looking at this literature in ac-

orevjate, we find substantial disagreement on just what the solu-
tion to implementation prollems should be .... The next develoi-
ment in imi lementation research was the factor approach. Each
tster study- beons by identifying a group of variables poten-
tialx, relevant to implementation outcomes. Data are then col-
lected from a sami le of MS implementation projects - some suc-

cessful and others not - and are used to assess the relative
importance cf the different variables (or factors) to implementa-
tion outcomes. The results, however, are rather disappointing.
Few ieneral guidelines have emerged from this research, the re-
sults of different studies being contradictory in a number of
cases. The only result which is firmlv established by this re-
search is the im; ortance of management supp:ort and user involve-
ment to the successful imr lementation of MS/MIS projects.
[emphasis added] (Cinzbero, 1978, pp. 57-58)

The research by Lonnstedt (1975) and Shvcon (1977), which was not cited
by Ginzberg (1978), further supports Ginzberg's conclusion. Lonnstedt
(1975) interviewed key operations personnel in 12 companies, each with its

own OR division, listed in the Stockholm Stock Exchange in an effort to
identify factors related to the implementation of operations research solu-
tions. The study sample was composed of 107 OR projects proposed for im-
plementation; 29 of the projects were not implemented by the user.

The results of the survey are presented in Table 2. There is a posi-
tive relationship between implementation and (1) the user's collaboration in
defining the problem, (2) problem characteristics, and (3) the value the
user places on the proposed OR solution. All three factors require contin-
ual interaction between the user and the OR modeler throughout the process
of model development.
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Table 2

Summary of Survey Results: Relationshjjs Between Variables and Proposal
Implementation (from Lonnstedt, 1975)

Influence of

Chi Significance nonresponses
Variable group Variable square (p) on conclusion

Collaboration User's participation 19.1 < .001 May influence
Initiator of project 16.7 .001 May influence

Characteristic Problem limitation 52.5 .0001 No influence
of problem

Quantifiability of
variables 24.4 < .0001 No influence

Availability of data 33.0 .0001 No influence

Proposal value Value of resultant
and cost solution 34.1 < .0001 May influence

Internal charging 0.85 .4 May influunce

Shycon (1977) conducted two surveys of large OR projects varying in their
degree of successful implementation. Both surveys categorized each OR project
team's organization as one of the following three types: (1) the wholly
management science team consisting entirely of management science personnel,
with minimal interaction with others; (2) the management science team with
marginal communication to management, largely at the middle management level,
through frequent reporting; and (3) the interparticipative management science,
management team, which involves a working partnership of members of the man-
agement science group and middle and upper management representing both line
and staff functions. Under this classification system, the project team for
implementing R-SCREEN was a wholly management science team. In contrast,
the team for MCCRESSA was an interparticipative management science/'management
team.

Table 3 presents the results of Shycon's (1977) surveys. The wholly
management science team achieved the lowest degree of implementation success.
The MS team with communication and the interparticipative team consistently
achieved high levels of implementation success. Neither of the latter two
organization types, however, showed any distinct advantage over the other.
Given the greater cost of the interparticipative team, the results suggest
that the MS team with communication is the most cost-effective project team
organization. Nevertheless, the results support post hoc the actual outcomes
for R-SCREEN and MCCRESSA regarding implementation success.
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Table 3

Project Team Organization and Project Success (from Shycon, 1977)

project
Type of project Type of firm cost

4  
Degree of success

1971

1. Wholly management science team

Determination of regional distribution requirements Regional food distribution 36 Partial

Sales forecasting and inventory planning system National tool manufacturer (,b Partial, lonq-tern

Sales forecasting and inventory planning system Division of major drug 3b Little immtediat,
manufacturer some lonqer-tern

Determination of service call response strategy Regional public utility 30 Complete

and facilities required

Determination of service call response strategy Regional public utility 3 Partial

and facilities required (different from above)

2. MS team with marginal communication

Design of national distribution system National tood process- r 14, Com lete

Desiqg of total logistics system, manufacturing National fod processor n Con; -te

plants, and distribution

Servie facility requirements Heavy machinery manufacture 55 Complete

Integrated distribution requirements for diver-se Major drug and toiletries 54 Minor benfits

di isions manufacturer

3. Fully interlarticipative MS te'm

Total man a-ene:t 1laninq progra: Ir- crne:t.:, M,,r r . . nea cket -S L< -t'

inventory, schedul Lng, distribat1 - '-. sa.
roreastifng, and marketing pljnr,:,;

Design of national distribution system Natcr..l fod processor I Complete

Design of national distribution system Major instrument and sup- 9k Complete
plier manufacturer

Basic simulation of company operations for ma,- Major pharmaceutical 104 Complete

agement policy testing manufacturer

Evaluation system for R&D projects and tool Major synthetic fiber 1&' Partial

program for rank order and funding

Corporate strategy model for decisions in mar- Major integrated paper 250 Complete

keting, manufacturing, and capital investmet f products manufacturer

Design of total logistics system, manufacturinq National industrial prod- 75 Compilete

plants, and distribution ucts plastics manufacturer

1977

I. Wholly management science team

Determination of national distribution and Consumer large instruments 4. Little

transportation strategy

Multiplatt manufacturing opera::oral stratec-y Huilding piodicts mun-facturer 7 Little

2. MS, team with marginal covnicition

system
,nvelo.mrnt of marketing strat.- s wifh aft-is Auf,--t,LIl,- a!:- Ortke'. r scm) litf

distribution relui rements mnttsf-f -c

Queuing simulation model, flow shoi Principal furctstr (2 art:,.
manufacturer

Evaluation of marketing channels and design of Food manufacturer 80 Com| let'

order entry

3. P ul interpartnicative MS team

Simulation and design of national distrilbution Chemical I trcess- r , Patti-

system

Evaluatin of customer service requirements and flat -inal food rcessor I i. Ccm| let t

design of national distribution system

Design of integrated strategy planning mtodel International extractive and 108 Partial

and fabrication company
Development of marketing channels and supply High technology industrial 94 Complete

strategy product company

Development of specifications for inventory Principal fond processoi 2b5 complete

management system and implementation
Design of national distribution system Indutrial products hard 85 Complete

good manufacturer

alncludes all services, internal personnel, and external expenses incurred. All figures for 1971 adjusted to

1971 dollars. All figures for 1977 adjusted to 1977 dollars.

bDegree of success is necessarily partly subjective; however, measurable criteria are as follo-: Itt In-- le

than 25% implemented, benefits did not justify cost of study; partial--25-60% implemented, adentifia-lr henefits

yield return on project investment ()PI) less than 100 per year: complete--greatrt than wu% ift I'menttt ion

OPl qeater thit. 100% .er year.
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W :y Uset Involvement Is Essential

User involvement throuqhout the development of decision-analytic 1cic-

is essential to make users comfortable with a decision-analytic approacl t',
decision makinq. User involvement is also essential if the analysts ore tf
learn enough about the users' qoals and working environment to tailor t:.c.
decision-analytic aid to the users' personal needs and org3anizational c( t.:t.

Decision makers ate niot decislun analysts. Although the,. ray 1u.:.t:
important factors for the decision at hand, they wil sc-ldor- build a dc.,

tree or multi-attribute hierarchy . Nr will the9 ty. Ically cuantify tlt
probability of uncertain events or the relative importance I attributt.,:
over their range of variation tor the set of alternatives, or c]culate .:.-
pected utilities to determine the }i cictied action. Silick. form1 (it. :s11i
analysis is not their standard mod, of decisI(IIu Mnakii.1:, decislo n mastrJ . :,.t:
to learn basic decision-anal Vt ic concet ts and feel comfrtable r 1,, . t
aid's regi ilred inj uts and interp ieti n its outj uts before thu,.' will i-. ;t
routinely. Interaction between the analyst and the docision maker is -
t lal to this learrino jrcess and, m re genera ]y, t(' dove,(,; in n tc i -

dence and comnTitment n]cLCes- Sarv" for i[in lMeet , a di3:Crent t,; roach -

The interact ion must be a two-WaI' ICI -eCIS, howevtr , for the d",d lysts
must undui stand the or;ar. izat ion s broder goals , workin1r: ervironment , and
availaiLle resources in ordei to develoi an effective decision-analytic aid
with stand-alone ca} abilities. For example, the aiI'sts must uderstand
how the decision makers want to use the did in order to desiun its outp ut
so that it most effectively meets the decision maker-' (ioals. The analysts

need to understand the different tasks required to achlie-ve these Qoals , the
different types of people who will jerform these tasks, and the factors
that facilitate or limit task accomplishment in order to design the aid sc
that it not only fits into, but iml roves, the working environment. Ano thu
analysts need to know the exiected fiscal resources available for o er.a-
tionally utilizing the aid so that it is designed cost-effectively. lv-
ing the user throughout the development process increases the probabil:tv
that analysts will obtain such information about the organization.

Knowledge about the working environment within which an aid will i,,
used permits analysts to tailor the aid to the users' }ersonal needs I
their organizational context. The need for such tailoring has beoU.M( ii:-
creasingly documented in the OR/MS literature. For example, in an analyss
of implementation of risk analysis methods, Carter (1972) found that unsuc-
cessful efforts tended to have analyses performed by central staffs respon-
sible to corporate rather than divisional managers. Division manaiers eOr-
ceived a divided loyalty within the management science staff; this perception
resulted in a breakdown in trust and cooperation. Wolek (1975) cites a
case in which a rational system for selecting R&D projects was formally
adopted but not used because the technique conflicted with the highly per-
sonal leadership style of the company's president. And the R-SCREEN exam; le
illustrates that a decision-analytic aid that is beneficial will not neces-
sarily be adopted; the aid also has to score well on behavioral
characteristics.
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A decision-analytic aid will change the users' working environment, !o
it will alter the organization's decision-making process. This change will
occur whether, accordinq to Von Winterfeldt's (1979) classification, the aid
is (1) a highly specific aid with a previously determined structure and
stored data (e.g., weights) like MCCRESSA, (2) a multipurpose aid with no
substantive structure and stored data, or (3) an aid like R-SCREEN that cour-
bines features of both extremes. However, the extent of the change arid its
effect on the interpersonal relations and functions of different peolle
within the organization will var,. In addition, it may be necessary to hire
(or train internally) skilled decision analysts to use effectively multi-
purpose aids with no previously determined structure. Such aids require
more operational support than either of the other two types because they Ilu
not used for repetitive decisions. In contrast, structured aids used for
repetitive decision making, like MCCRESSA, require little operational su-
port because their analytical structure is designed primarily to imlemet
an existinm on-going process more effectively. Nevertheless, the srrother
the expected and actual transition to a new decision-making a:proach and
working environment, the greater the probability of successful aid ir: le-
mentation. User involvement throughout the irocess of aid develolment an-
subsequent implementation, that is, "from initial I lannino and feasibilit }'

testing through installation and evaluation" (Ginzberg, 1978, p. 59) , can

ease this transition greatly.

In closing, it is interestinc; to note that the need for user involve-
ment in aid development may not sur rise many decision analysts and re-
searchers. What may surprise them is the empirical support for this need;
there are many cases in the ORMS literature, and now some in the decisic:,-
analytic literature, in which users have not been involved in aid develo -
ment. Two possible reasons for this state of affairs come rapidly to mind.
First, many decision analysts and operations researchers have not realized
the importance of user involvement for successful implementation. It is o!t
thing to give the concept of user involvement lil-service and ,uite Anc,tier

to consider it the principal factor in successful imylemernttlc . , d,
ensuring user involvement is a difficult task. Users often fail t, "iiioci-
ate the importance of their involvement and, as a result, cons Ide ii" C-
velopment to be solely the >,b of the analyst instead of a two-way 1.7A u I
tion. The primary usefulness of this section may well lie in alelti:".
analysts to the necessity of making users realize the importance : tlithr
involvement in aid development.

DECISION AID EVALUATION

The preceding sections have been concerned with the problem on desinn-
ing effective decision aids, but the present section turns to the i rol_1em
of evaluating decision aids. Although design and evaluation are hiqhly
interrelated, they are approached from different perspectives and therefit .

involve somewhat different dfficulties. Design often begins in the Lb-
sence of an implemented system and must determine how to incorporate a 'arn-
ety of capabilities. Evaluation begins with a partially or coml lettly im-
plemented system and must determine whether the system does what it i!; meo.I,
to do. Optimally, the two activities are perf(,rmed iteratively, with the



answers to design questions posing evaluation questions, and the answers to
evaluation questions posing design problems. Nonetheless, they are quite

distinct activities.

Three major types of questions relate to the evaluation of decision
aids; these questions correspond to the three types of interfaces identified

in the introduction to this report (Figure 1). First, an evaluation may at-
tempt to answer questions about the aid's compatibility with its immediate
users. Such questions are concerned with the human factors of the aid; for
example: Are its displays effective? Is it tedious to use? In addition,
the decision aid/user interface is the point at which questions about the
comprehensibility of an aid's underlying model are addressed.

A second type of evaluation occurs at the interface between the user
(and the decision aid) and the remainder of the decision-making orqaniz~tiCr,.
This interface poses questions about the collectibility of the aid's re-
quired inputs and the communicability of its outputs. An aid that is com-

prehensible only to its immediate user is likely to be useless. The
decision-making approach used by the aid must be integrated into the

larger decision-making organization.

Finally, a third type of evaluation is appropriate for the interface

between the decision-maki.g organization and its environment. At this point
the ultimate question of the aid's effectiveness comes into play; namely,

has the aid improved the organization's output or performance. Similarly,
there are questions about the range of environments or problem areas over
which the aid provides improved orqanization performance.

These three types of interfaces--decision aid/user, user/orqanization,
organization/environment--are by no means independent. In fact, they are
nested: User/organization effectiveness is necessarily influenced by aid,
user effectiveness, and organization/environment effectiveness is necessarily
influenced by the effectiveness of the other two interfaces. Nevertheless,
the three types of interfaces do have different implications for evaluatio:.,
which justifies their use as a framework for discussinq aid evaluation.

The subsections that follow use this framework to examine several as-
pects of evaluation. The first subsection considers the problem of identi-
fying measures of effectiveness. The second addresses the selection of a
setting for conducting the evaluation. The third discusses the selection
of a method for data collection. And the fourth discusses the question of

what is being compared in the evaluation.

Measures of Effectiveness

If an evaluation is to be effective, the evaluator must decide in ad-

vance what is to be examined. This is done by identifying one or more
measures of effectiveness that are designed to answer the evaluator's ques-
tions. Ideally, these measures of effectiveness are objectively measurable
and quantitative variables that will describe the effectiveness of the aid.
In the present case, however, the term measure of effectiveness will also
include subjectively measurable variables and variables that result in
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qualitative rather than quantitative descriptions. The only restrlictlons
are that the variable must be measurable and that it should be exected t(,
correlate (positively or negatively) with the effectiveness or efficienc,
of the aid.

Although it would be impossible to list the measures that are alii ro; r1-
ate to all evaluations, another approach may provide some insight. The r.-
cess by which an aid is used can be viewed as a series of stages that pruceud
from initial data collection to decision implementation (see Figure 2).
Under this assumtion, anything that improves the effectiveness or efficiency
of one stage should iml-rove the overall effectiveness. Thas, the discussion
of measures of effectiveness can be simplified somewhat by discussing how the
aid can affect each stage.

Data Collection. Data collection is the stage during which the decision-
makina orqganization extracts information from its environment. In a military
context, this is the domain of intelligence. In the government, it is the
domain of, for examy>le, the Census Bureau or the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
In the [ resent context, it is part of the organization/environment interface.

At first Glance, this staqe might seem remote from the aid and therefore
not subiect to its influence. Nothing could be further from the truth. The
introduction of an aid has the potential to greatly improve data collection
by demjndii,4 a better organized and better quantified measurement of the en-
vironmunt . In addition, the aid could possibly directly interface with the
sensin4i equipment, which could, in some instances, eliminate errors that
might otherwise be introduced as the data are transferred through the orqani-
zation to the user and into the aid.

A decision aid could, however, have a negative impact on the data col-
lection stage. If the model underlying the aid were either inaccurate or
unintuitive, it could compel the collection efforts to be misdirected. Also,
an increased data collection effort might be required, thereby increasing
costs.

Data Interpretation. The data interpretation stage is the state duri,:
which the members of the organization transform and otherwise interi ret the
information about the environment. This process may follow strict procedures
or it may involve subjective judgments concerning the implications of the
data. Although this process may take place throughout the organization, it
is considered here as part of the user/organization interface, since this is
the point at which the final judgments must be made.

An aid could improve the data interpretation stage b, improving the or-
ganization's ability to focus on critical information. By disagqregating a
problem into meaningful and manageable subproblems, the aid may indicate how
the data should be organized, how the data should be transformed, or what
types of judgments will be required. Also, the aid may compel a more care-
ful identification of options than is normally undertaken.

In contrast to these benefits, an aid may introduce substantial costs
to the data interpretation stage. The aid might require specially trained
personnel; it might increase the overall workload by demanding inputs thait
would not otherwise be collected; and it might create a strain by requirinri
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organization members to think in a manner that is neither natural i,()r
intuitive.

Data Entry. The data entry stage is the period during which the user
provides the aid with its required inputs. This staqe is part of the ali

user interface.

Data entry is a necessary and frequently arduous aspect of decision aid

usage. For this stage an aid will be evaluated on the ease with which the
data entry can be performed. The aid should make data entry as rapid as pos-
sible and permit a wide range of editing options. The aid should enable un-
trained personnel to perform data entry, and it should provide easily under-

stood prompts to help the user accomplish this task. Finally, the decisin.
aid should place minimal psychological discomfort on the user. These pcirt ,
are discussed in detail earlier in this report.

Decision Aid Output. The output stage is the period during which an ai(s
provides a user with its results. This stage is clearly part of the aid,
user interface. The user for this stage, however, need not be the same in.-

dividual as the user in the data entry stage.

During the data output stage the aid has its most obvious and immediate

opportunity to be of value to the decision-making organization. To accomlliS.h
this the aid must provide rapid, thorough, and effective interaction with the
user. Sensitivity analyses are critical, because they inform the user of the
aspects of the decision that require further inspection. Moreover, the dis-
plays must be both accurate and interpretable so that the user will readily
understand the underlying model and why it has provided the disl layed results.

These benefits of an aid will not be without cost, includinq the cost
of the equipment itself. Usage may, at this stage more than any other, re-
quire a specially trained user. This is the point at which a careful under-

standing of the underlying model and the options available for its exilora-
tion can pay off. The job of conveying the model's results to the oraanizatir2.
will fall upon this user.

Decision Aid Output Interpretation. The output interpretation staoc i.
the period during which the implications of the aid's analysis are conveyed
to the organization and a decision is made. Althouqh this stage involves
many actors in the organization and may only briefly involve the user, it i.n
considered, nonetheless, to be part of the user/organization interface.

The decision aid's influence on this stage will depend on the aid's
ability to structure and organize the problem to which it was applied. If
the model is conceptually complete, coherent, and rational from the point
of view of the decision makers within the organization, then its results
have a chance of acceptance. Especially important are the communicability
and justifiability of the results' implications. If, however, anyone in

the chain of communication leading to the decision makers or the decision
makers themselves feel annoyed at or uncertain about the results, then these
results are likely to be ignored and possibly suppressed from that point on.

One way to minimize this problem is to have users (both hands-on users and
decision makers) involved in designing the decision aid. This develops the

understanding and commitment necessary for implementinq a different
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deeision-makin1 alI roach, and the characteristics of the decision aid Ca:, b
tailored to the needs of users within their organization.

becisloi Implementation. The decision implementation stage is the 1 u-
riod durin; which a decision is translated into some action on the part of
the organization. In the case of operational decisions, this stage is part
of the organization/environment interface. Internal development decisions,
those directly affectino the organization, are not actually excluded fron the
framework, but there is no interface required with the environment. lnstead,
the organization should be depicted as feeding back on itself in a self-
regulatory fashion.

For this stage the most fundamental question is whether the aid has led
to a sound decision. If the decision's implications are correct and they are
not ignored, then the aid has provided its major benefit. The aid can, in
addition, provide insight into how the decision should be imp:lemented and
what is likely to occur following implementation. Even at this stage, how-
ever, a correct decision could be undermined, if it is both counterintuitive
and unjustifiable. Thus, the communicability and comprehensibility of the
aid must carry through even to this late stage of the process.

Summary of Potential Measures of Effectiveness. To provide a surary of
some potential measures, Figure 3 reiterates many of the issues raised in thu
preceding discussion. In this figure, the issues are organized into a hier-
archy, and it is assumed that each terminal node could be translated into .
measure. This representation is not meant to advocate any particular set
measures or any particular approach to evaluation. It is sialnly a suc.Jar-,
of a number of measures that may be relevant to any specific decision aid
evaluation.

Organizational Impact. Although it is implicit in the comments of the
preceding discussion, one additional point deserves mention. The intrcdot-i,
of an aid into a complex organization is unlikely to be accomplished withu
changes in the organization. A decision aid is not like a new stereo com-
ponent that can simply plug into the old system as a replacement for some
older component. For one thing, the aid will be unlike any existing ccr': <.:
that is, individual, of the organization. It cannot truly replace a leis:,
because it cannot do all that a person does. This fact implies that thL i:.-
troduction of the aid will necessarily redefine certain roles within the
organization.

The impact of a decision aid on an organization may in fact be wee-; :i,
To use an aid, new channels of communication may be required and new are ,
authority may need to be defined. Such changes could be minimized iv, a -it-
ful design effort prior to development of the aid. Nonetheless, some Ir: :.i-
zational change is likely to be necessary. In the event that the Chailit
too great, one can expect the aid to lie idle. However, if the or iIiziti •:
changes are slight or at least carefully planned, the aid will have a ohir,
to take hold and contribute to the effectiveness of the decision-mk:,:
organization.
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tilngs_ro Decision Aid Evaluatioiis

beStore the measures of effectiveness lor a decisior, did ca, be cc.! Ilt t:
and analyzed, it is necessazr to construct a setting in which the aid ca:. b_
operated. The setting might simi ly be a laboiatoy:, experiment with a r-, cr
problem, or it might be a full field trial. Such settings differ in ter.>: .
their fidelity, or similarity, to th. exp~ected operational settina, th, pir,
of experimental control that they provide, and their costs. Thus, tile ct
of a settinq can be a difficult one.

Figure 4 dejicts the situation that prevails wher, one atteml ts to cc:.-
duct an assessment of effectiveness. The first part of the figure, labellud
Taru'et Setting, retpresents the expected operational settina for the aid.
course, this setting will not De available for evaluation purposes urcess tc.
aid is actually deployed. In lieu of the taraet settina, it is therefore
necessary to construct a test setting within which the evaluation can ..

Cne of the most fundamental dimensions over which test settino(s c2: '.

is their degree of fidelity to the target settinc. The simulated envir :,-
ment, tiie simulated oruanization, and even the simulated user can rance be-
twevn beino only surerficially accurate to being accurate in Qreat detail.
py itsLlf, hioh fidelity is, of course, desirable in anY evaluation settin:,
but it is exnensive. In addition to increased dolla, costs and evaluat.
time, fideiity , introduces a cost in terms of loss ,f exierimenter cxntr..
mis means, on the one hand, that it may be incr-a.-in:i.i
the desire measures and, on the other hand, that thes.. re ot es wil i . :,-

creasirn:ly susce: tible to influences that are extrane.-- tD the ev... itici,
con:text. Even if one it- successful in eliminatinso ext:e ,1'
from the evalution, there will be increased difficultv ilj .ci

contrc I lia causal relationships in a high-fidclitv s ttitu . , a'-
off is established between fidelity and costs such that it is desll ra t.
simulate only as much of the target settinu: as is necessary t su :'It

p Articuijr inference.

T'is concelt of fidelity and the trade-offs it imp lies can be furthe!
examined bLv" considering four settings defined by whether the; invclve i a>.
or low fidelity for the organization and hiah or low fidelity for the en-
vi ronmerIt . The additional settings provided by low fidelity for the use.r
are nct examined beccuse a qualified user is required for any evaluat .,

CO the four settinas, the settInL; with a low-fidelity environment ans
low-fidelity organization is the most austere. Such a setting is well sutsd
to decisin aid design questions concerning user compatibility. These sues-
tions are Irimarily concerned with the aid/user interface and therefore need
not concern the organization or even the true environment. Since so little
simulation effort is reqcired, this setting can be implemented in a car.tsliy
controlled laboratory experiment.

The setting with a high-fidelity environment and low-fidelity organiza-
tion can also be implemented in the laboratory, but it serves a different
purpose. This setting focuses on providinq the user with realistic data
about the environment, realistic options, and realistic scenarios, but the
organization through which the user would interact with this environment is
only superficially implemented. Thus, it is possible to investigate the
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coherence and completeness of the model underlying the aid without qolnc toe-
additional stel and ascertaining whether the aid will improve organizatior.
performance. Such an analysis really evaluates only questions related to
the aiduser interface.

The settinq with a low-fidelity environment and high-fidelity orgari-
zation provides the means to answer questions about the user/organization
interface. In this setting, little concern is devoted to constructing real-
istic problems, and a great deal of concern is devoted to simulatino the
lines of communication and authority within the organization. Since a sim--
lated organization is outside the scole of most laboratories, this type cf
setting is better thought of as a gamino siMulation. Although the departure
from the laboratory is necessary to evaluate the user/organization inter-
face, this setting, implies decreasing control and increasing costs.

Finally, the setting with a hiqh-fidelity environment and high-fidelity
organization is the most accurate, virtually requiring a field test with a
realistic and well-im~lemented problem scenario. This accuracy is obta&-ned
at a hich cost, but it is necessary to fully answer questions about aecsic:.,
aid effects on organization performance. Since these questions about the
orqaniz~tionenvironment interface are the ultimate questions concerninc. aic:
effectiveness, field tests of this sort are a highly desirable precursor tc
aid del-lovYment.

Table 4 summarizes the comments of the precedinQ paraaraphs. Clearly,
the choice of an evaluation settina interacts with the typ~e of question that
one hopes to answer. In light of these fidelity/cost trade-offs, the follow-
ing apluroach to evaluation seems justified.

If all typies of _uestions are important, investigate them in the follow-
ing order: questions of user comatibility, questions of aid coherence ana
completeness, :uestions of aid compatibility with the organization, and ques-
tions of aid effect on organization performance. Although the order of the
first two evaluations may change, cost considerations are likely to compel
the remainder of this evaluation strategy, since it will be desirable tc have
suffered the least costs in the event that any one evaluation provides a necIa-
tive result.

Methods for Collecting Measures of Effectiveness

There are three major methods for obtaining measures of effectiveness:
objective measurement, subjective judgment, and expert observation. The
first of these is the most familiar and is most associated with experimenta-
tion and the scientific method. The second technique, subjective judaTnent,
involves requiring users or other participants in the experiment to score
their experiences, usually via a questionnaire following the experiment.
The final technique, expert observation, also involves subjective judgments,
only on the part of nonparticipating observers of the experiment. Althouuh
there is a prevailing prejudice in favor of objective measurement, all o
these methods can be valid provided they are properly employed.

In decision aid evaluation, objective measurements are likely to con-
sist of speed and frequency measures. It will be important to know how lono
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some process requires or how frequently errors occur. Table 5 suggests wayc
in which such objective measurements could be used to evaluate the aid, user,
user/organization, and organization/environment interfaces.

No less important than objective measures are the assessments of a par-
ticipant's satisfaction, complaints, or other judgments about an aid's ef-

fectiveness. Not only are these judgments easier to collect than objective
measures, but they represent a class of data that is a critical determinant
of an aid's ultimate acceptability. An aid that is objectively effective,
yet subjectively unacceptable, is still unacceptable, since its chances for
effective deployment are low. Thus, subjective judgments should riot be ig-

nored. Table 5 sugqests several measures of effectiveness that measure suL-

jective judgments at each of the three interfaces.

The final method of evaluation, expert observation, differs from suL-
jective iudgment in that the raters are not participants in the experiment
but outside observers. Judgments of this sort can be critical for answeri.:
questicns about the completeness or soundness of a decision, because the
correct decision is unlikely to be known. In the absence of any objective
definition of correctness or accuracy, expert judgments must suffice. In
this iatc i.t'" the experts ilay the same role that a coach or trainer Il's.
Exierts are avemed correct by virtue of their greater experience. Table
su:Uests smA2 w. s that exiert observations can assist an evaluation effert.

I su.mary, each of the three methods of collecting measures of effec-
tivenes lays an, imp ortant role at all three interfaces. Objective measure-
ments car. rovide an understandinq of the frequency and speed with which par-
ticular events occur. Subjective judgments can provide information about the
decision-makinq process from the participants' perspective. And exi err oc.-
servat ions can provide a notion of decision soundness and accuracy, when such

objective definitions are usually unavailable.

What Is Being Comi:ared?

Before any evaluation can proceed, it is necessary to ask what is bein:
compared. In a formal experiment, the comparison is between a test ansi a

control condition. Similarly, some notion of a control condition or at least

a contrasting condition is required for aid evaluation.

Consider the three interfaces once again. Evaluations involving the

aid/user interface are largely concerned with user compatibility and aid co-

herence. Evaluations could reasonably compare alternate configurations o

the aid or even different aids. A comparison between an aid and no aid is,

however, inappropriate. Questions about the aid/user interface assume a

decision aid, just as they assume a user.

Evaluations involving the user/organization or organization/environment

interfaces permit more comparisons than does the previous type of evaluation.

In particular, at these interfaces it is pos- '"- to examine the organiza-
tion's operation both in the presence and in the absence of the aid. To

perform such an evaluation one must recognize, however, that the definition

of the user--and, therefore, the interface--will change when the aid is not

present. In other words, an aid is not like a plug-in module; its introduction
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will necessarily require changes in the organization. Thus, an effort to
compare performance when an aid is present with performance when the aid is
absent may be confounded by effects of the organizational changes required
by the aid.

While effective performance is likely to be welcome regardless of
whether it is caused by the aid or by the changes that the aid requires,
this confounding should not be overlooked. The primary concern is that the
bulk of the benefit attributed to an aid not be due to its concomitant or-
ganizational changes. If it is possible that the major benefit is due to
organizational change, thorough examination requires that the evaluator at-
tempt to compare performance in the modified organization in the presence
and in the absence of the aid.

Summary

Decision aid evaluation begins with a recognition of the fact that the
aid will simply be one component of a more complex information-processing

system. The inputs to the aid and the outputs from the aid will probably

travel through many layers of a complex decision-making organization. Thus,
a thorough analysis of decision aid effects is likely to examine aspects of

organization performance as well as aid performance.

In examining complex information-processing systems of this sort, it

is useful to concentrate on the interfaces between the system components.

These are the points at which the system reveals itself. Bottlenecks, er-
rors, and misunderstandings become apparent at the interfaces, and any
evaluation effort must strive to define measures of effectiveness that sense
or measure these disruptions. An effective aid is one that increases the

speed with which information can be transmitted across these interfaces
while decreasing the errors and misinterpretations on the part of the re-
cipients of the information.

It is useful to think in terms of three of the many interfaces within a

decision-making organization:

" the decision aid and user interface,

" the user and decision-making organization interface, and
" the decision-making organization and environment interface.

These interfaces identify three types of evaluation questions:

" Is the aid easy to use?

" Is the aid acceptable to the organization?

" Does the aid improve performance of the organization in relation to

its environment?

These questions are ordered in terms of their difficulty of evaluation, with

aid/user questions being most amenable to experimentation and organization/
environment questions being least open to evaluation. This ordering arise;
as a result of the level of fidelity required for each type of evaluation.
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Aid/user evaluations can tolerate low fidelity, thereby decreasing cu:;ts
permitting a higher level of experimenter control. Organization/en~v'ironm,::.t
evaluations require high fidelity, which both increases costs and permits
much less experimenter control. User/organization evaluations fall betw-el
these extremes.

For each type of evaluation three methods of collecting measures of c!-
fectiveness are available: objective measurement, subjective judgment, al(.U
expert observation. Each method is best suited to a different notion (A e!-
fectiveness. Objective measures are best suited to evaluating efficierncy;
subjective judgments are best suited to evaluating likability, acceptabilityI,
and tolerability; and expert observations are best suited to evaluatinc: the
correctness of a solution or inference. This association of collection tech-
niques and concepts of effectiveness is simply a guideline and should nct be

interpreted as precluding the use of a technique to evaluate a type of effec-
tiveness with which it is not associated.

A final question concerns what the evaluator intends to compare. II,
some rare instances, it could be appropriate to evaluate an aid in relation
to some absolute scale and remain unconcerned about the aid's relation to
other systems, but this is unlikely. Just as an experiment needs a baseline
or control condition, so will an aid evaluation. The comparison could be
between alternate designs of a single aid, between opposing aids, or between
an aid and no aid, but in most instances, some comparison will be reouired.

Otherwise, the evaluation results will lack a cuntext and, therefore, a basis

for deciding whether the aid is worthwhile.

These various elements of aid evaluation (i.e., measures of effective-
ness, settings, and methods of collection) are basic to the problem of con-
ducting an evaluation, but they do not represent all that is involved. Only
through careful thought and effort can an evaluator pull these elements to-
gether for his or her specific problem. The purpose of this section has
been to point the way. The bard work still remains.
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